inexperience coupled with China's alienness and the lack of accurate information threaten to impede perceptive studies of Chinese institutions. But the problem is pressing and scholarship may moderate the distorted perceptions which the People's Republic and the United States now have of each other, This article suggests that we can best study Communist Chinese legal institutions by defining their functions in Chinese society and examining their relation to their bureaucratic and political environment. We stand to gain not only better understanding of the complex revolutionary Chinese nation, but insight into the way American lawyers view other non-Western nations. The student of Chinese legal institutions must cross not only obvious cultural frontiers, but also more subtle frontiers of methodology and imagination. Unless successful in making this transition, American inquiries into nonWestern legal institutions may distort the subject of study.
This article reviews the institutions which comprised the Chinese criminal process before the onset of the "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" in 1965 and traces some of the major changes in Communist Party policy toward those institutions. (Because they may not survive the Cultural Revolution or may be drastically reconstituted in the future, they are discussed in the past tense.) Study of the Chinese criminal process may be particularly fruitful in leading to insights into Chinese legal and administrative processes generally. Since the People's Republic was established in 1949, criminal law has been the most frequently discussed legal subject. Also Chinese Communist attitudes toward criminal law clearly reflect their attitudes towards social control, coercion and political leadership generally. As a first step in defining the perspectives needed to study these matters, I will discuss some possibly helpful readjustments in research outlook, in particular the importance of studying Chinese legal institutions as they have been shaped by extra-legal forces such as Communist policies toward the role of bureaucracy in revolutionary and post-revolutionary China. The article concludes by applying a functional approach to the problems of defining the most important influences on the operation of the Chinese criminal process, and by suggesting the kinds of insights into Chinese society which studying the process may provide.
the masses through participation in actions endowed with political significance. To these notions was added what became a characteristic Maoist emphasis on leadership through mass mobilization, the famous "mass line."
Mao has defined the mass line in stating that "correct leadership means: take the ideas of the masses (scattered and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate them ... then go to the masses and propagate and explain these Lic OF CHINA, [1949] [1950] [1951] [1952] [1953] [1954] [1955] [1956] [1957] [1958] [1959] [1960] [1961] [1962] [1963] : AN INTRODUCTION 9-18 (1968). Cohen's book, the first major scholarly work on the Chinese criminal process, is an excellent collection of documentary sources and 6migr6 interviews which illustrate many of the points mentioned in this article. My own interpretations differ from Cohen's in a number of respects, in stressing as a formative influence on Chinese Communist legal institutions the Communists' experience in ruling many millions of people before they gained power over the entire country; in downgrading the practical importance and the real influence of Soviet models during the years (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) when the Chinese were supposedly looking to such models; in emphasizing the disorderliness of police-administered sanctions; in greater hesitancy to find direct continuities between traditional and Communist Chinese legal institutions; and in reluctance to treat Communist policies toward legal institutions separately from other bureaucratic institutions.
It should be noted that Cohen's interpretations were put forward tentatively (as are mine) in what he himself called an "overview," which does not purport to cover the years immediately prior to the Cultural Revolution, and which was written before that tumultuous upheaval yielded further evidence about earlier trends.
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ideas until the masses embrace them as their own, hold fast to them and translate them into action." 6 Mass action assists the Party to carry out policy which it could not implement alone, and the mass line thus expresses the Party's dependence on the masses to accomplish desired objectiveaJ It also 'directs the cadres,.' attention to the need fo -ascertaining, articulating, and aggregating the interests of the masses." The Party uses the mass line to nanipulate the populace, of course, because "the Party is guided in its decisions, that it alone understands the long-run collective interests of the peopta,"?' Impprtantly, the mnass line expresses the Maoist insistence on facetq-fa~gf leadership by perusluasji, and on maintaining a solidarity between Party and pe.pl tint is based on hard work and joint struggle.
T h .notiops .leadership e bpdied in the mass line have importatlt implications for the study of gny Chinese decision-making process. The mass lins aims at mass participation in the execution (but not the formulation) of policy, Fuyther.mpre, the mass line often causes bl rring and sometimes telnporary obscuring of the distinction between goyernmentql and nongoverpM.entl organizations and activities, since the Party uses the state apparatus as pnly o nq eans for transmitting and implementing policy. Information media, face-tq-face persuasion in cadre and activist-led small groups, And mass organization such as associations of youth, women, students, intellectuals, worker;, and pe.sants are also used to elicit the emotional mass response at yhyich the mass lip. aims.
D .rin~g th e Party's rise to pqwer, the leadership applied masq line styles of leadership and organization to all areas of activity, including the law. A report on judiial work.° delivered at q meeting of cadres in 1946 in an arga of Northern China which had been under Communist rule for a numuber of years is illustrative. It emphasized that laW and regulation were to be flexible and responsive to policy, and that law enforcement was to aim at mobilizing mass support for the Party. Accordingly, judicial cadres were instructed to stress leniency and "reeducation" in punishing crirminals rather than harsh retribution, so that support for the Communist government might be enhanced; nasq participation and cadre education alike would be served if criminal cases were investigated by cadres who Went to the countryside; criminal cases should he disposed of so that decisions would "protect the in-terests of the masses" dnd publicize durreht policies and general C6mmunist leniency; the masses themselves had to be charged with reedtiuating criminals.
In their years in the "liberated areas" the Chinese COmmuflgt did not altogether igncfre the need to regularize the t-riminal ptjcess. Policy documents proposed the promulgatioh of a more complete codification of law. Court personnel Were instructed to study prior decisions, to st-eamline pro= cedures, arid to guard against arbitrary arrest dnd detention while increasing productioh through the use of conirict labor. Cadres were also told to exanline minutely the details of all cases, in cooperation with the masses, and to sttehgthen their political-legal education.' However, Party policy also genetally pressed the application of "mass line" techniques to judicial work. Among the devites which expressed the mass line and the general politicization of law were the organization in villages of small groups of activists to aid the police in detecting traitors and in maintaining public order ;13 the use of mediational forms of dispute settlement to indoctrinate peasants;14 the allocation of criminal cases with political aspects to politically reliable cadres ;15 and the blending of adjudication with mobilizational tactics such as mass meetings and rallies. Cadres were enjoined not to fear using mass meetings as fora for punishing bad men and educating the masses,
[T] he maisses demand that the govdrnmient inmedlately anfi6und it puhihtnent of the offenders according to the law. But we have some comrades who have a fixed rule in their thought. They think that the only way to decide a case is by having a trial in court. Sometimes, we still doh't understand that a big mias meeting, Vhee the toniplaihatit makes his actusatioh §; the witnes8s testify, and th acdtied answers and defends, ig merely the holding of a big public sessiofi of court.' 6 The intensity with which thdge tactids Were ued td Po1ttid-fe judtididl work increased during the last years of sharp struggle With the Nditioiiilist § (1946) (1947) (1948) (1949) . IDuring those yeats it has been said;
In the enforcement of land reform rihd the pitiislffient ot "despots" and counter-revolutionaries, the cdat jttstide dis ddmihiistered by 4pecial people's tribunals usually took the fori of inars trials, struggle meetings, and accusation rallies. Carefully planned and skillfully manipulated by party cadres, these tevolutinidfy ju- 
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T SSU-FA KUNG-fS0 AI-K'UtANG, sUP1d i6te 10, at 18.
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dicial devices of the Kiangsi days became powerful weapons in the postwar period to mobilize the broad masses against the landlords, "war criminals," and other hostile elements. 17 When the Chinese Communist Party came to power in 1949, then, "political-legal work," as the Communists refer to formal sanctioning activities in which judicial cadres participate, had been stamped with the mass line and had been highly politicized. At the same time, the Chinese Communists realized that they had to assure some orderliness in procedure and provide methods for reviewing cadres' exercise of discretion in applying the flexible policies which indicated only generally prohibited conduct.' 8 Thus, before the founding of the People's Republic, political-legal work already contained contrasting emphasis on the mass line and regularity. Conflict between them, nascent in 1949, was to sharpen over the years.
B. 1949-1953: "Campaigns" and the Restructuring of Society
The first four years of Communist rule (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) were marked by the Party's application of its proved revolutionary techniques to restructuring Chinese society. The Party sought in a succession of violent mass movements to redistribute land and shatter the power of rural landholders, eliminate "counter-revolutionaries," and break the power of the urban bourgeoisie in the guise of punishing them for "corruption" and defrauding the People's Government. 1. Early Neglect of the Formal Legal System. During this period, the Communists placed little reliance on a formal legal system. They abolished the Nationalist codes and made no move to substitute new ones; some penal norms punishing counter-revolutionary activity and corruption were adopted in the course of campaigns, 20 but they were broad and imprecise. Although regulations establishing formal judicial and procuratorial hierarchies were established, 2 ' the regular courts were either not set up at all at the lower 17. S. LENa, mtpra note 11, at 20.
18.
See, e.g., an instruction on judicial work which criticized judicial cadres for their "guerrilla mannerisms," for fearing appeals from their decisions, and for deciding cases casually on the assumption that errors would be corrected by higher-level authorities. [Vol. 69:535
HeinOnline --69 Colum. L. Rev. 540 1969 levels, or were used to implement specific campaigns, or were displaced by special tribunals. 22 Indeed, in 1952-1953, a nationwide campaign to "reform law" purged most of the considerable number of law-trained judges and clerks who had previously worked for the overthrown Nationalist regimen and replaced them with politically reliable cadres. 24 During the campaign, the role of law as an instrument of class warfare was stressed and the purged judges criticized for their unwillingness to wage such warfare against enemies of the people. 25 Significantly, the "reform law" campaign also attacked "legal procedures," which were denounced as tools of reaction. Procedural and substantive rules and principles, such as nulla poena and even the notion that cases should be decided "on the merits" were directly and sharply criticized. The role of courts in mobilizing the masses was reaffirmed.
7
2. Classification of the Population. During the first years of rule the Communists classified all adults by "class origin," a designation indicating the economic position of each family and its affiliation with the Nationalists at the time of Communist victory. Some persons-and their children-were permanently stigmatized as "counter-revolutionary," "landlord," "bourgeoisie" or (former Nationalist) "bureaucrat," while most were denominated "poor peasants" or "workers." In addition, a supplementary classification stigmatized persons as members of "other groups which, while not class groups in any strict, traditional sense, were nevertheless identifiable opponents of the regime or were considered by the Communists to be undesirable elements for a variety of reasons. '28 Often grouped together in the "four bad elements" investigation, interrogation and disposition in nonpolitical criminal cases. A third fun fional tlassification f police activity included all other matters related to "public order," such as maintaining the extensive system for registration of persols ;3 issuing permits to travel abroad and residence permits to pefsons newly arrived; keeping under surveillance former landlords, counterreV6ltitionlaties and members of the "four bad elements"; investigatithg and repotting ort nort-riminal cases; atd disposing of minor cases such as petty thefts alid fights. Public Security control was augmented by "security defense committees" of activists who rep6ited to the police suspicious activities of fellow residents a 3
Other actiVist § headed "me-diation committees," urban "residents' coniilittdes 3 " and "residents' small groups" (t6 Which all urbari residents belonged), and carried out propaganda and 6rganizdtional work in stch mass organizations ds th Y6ftihg Comfriinit LeagUd dfid the China Womeh's Asgociatifl.0 2 The Public Security apparatus extended to such functional units as govern-
29:
The discussion in this paragraph is based on interviews widi eight former police tadies, find 6n a sobirde publighed in Tdiiwan by a Chiifese Natioralist govertiment agthey, KUNG Courts and Procuracy figured little in decision-making and were used chiefly to formalize the most serious punishments in order to propagandize Party policies and educate the masses on desired behavior. Although the first turbulent years of Communist rule were characterized by the extensive use of mobilizational devices to manipulate mass action in order to achieve policy goals, some regularization took place. Emigr6 interviews suggest that within the police hierarchy internal modes of review were established, particularly for cases in which the punishment could be serious. Also, and of increasing importance, some faint signs of competition between different administrative styles can be discerned. Faced with an enormous manpower shortage, Party leaders initiated programs to train cadres into what have aptly been called "semi-bureaucrats." 40 Tendencies to bureaucratize legal work are less noticeable, but occasionally admonitions to cadres were published urging them to use care in their work, to avoid subjective decisions based principally on a suspect's "class status," and to refrain from coercing confessions. 41 On the other hand, legal cadres were constantly reminded that they had to maintain the links between ideology and legal work, 42 and were criticized for undue use of formal procedures. 4 3 Generally, the Chinese leadership showed some concern with the impediments encountered in meshing legal institutions into programs of social change. To the extent that judicial activity was regularized it might become a matter for experts and thus incompatible with mass line notions of political leadership. These must have been the concerns prompting the "judicial reform" campaign, which coupled the courts with the mass line in a direct attack against professionalism. The conflict between regularity and the mass line was to become more explicit in ensuing years.
C. [1953] [1954] [1955] [1956] [1957] Cadres were frequently reminded that law must serve policy, which included deciding cases so that they promoted specific short-term goals such as reducing industrial accidents 46 and fulfilling quotas for the purchase of grain from peasants. 47 There was never any doubt that the newly regularized institutions had to serve the construction of socialism. administration were evidenced by a tripartite division of functions, at least in form.R The police were to investigate suspected offenses and make arrests approved by the Procuracy; the Procuracy, made formally independent as in the Soviet Union, rather than attached to the courts as in the Nationalist system and in Kiangsi, was not only to approve arrests but to verify evidence and make formal accusations; and the courts were to determine guilt in public trials before one judge and two citizens acting as "people's jurors" in which the accused had a "right to defense. Chinese commitment to socialist legality was far from total, and the steps taken to regularize the system were,Cohen has stated, but "modest beginnings." 5 8 Soon after the initia.l regularizing measures were taken, China was plunged into further political campaigns which approached the intensity, although pot the violence, qf the early campaigns. In 1955 and early 1956 these campaigns, particularly one to suppress counterrevolutionaries, involved mass action and direct police and Party sanctioning, pripcipally through ad hoc teams of cadres and activists formed throughout the country. Moreover, throughout 1954-1957, the activity of the courts was constantly linked to promoting specific policies, For example, courts were directed to "expedite" cases involving violations of gqvernment decrees on grain purchases from peasants ;59 "thieves and swindldrs" had to be severely dealt with; 6° persons who opposed agricultural collectivization had to be persuaded or punished, 6 ' Not until uid-1956, dtid continuinig only until July, 1957, was criminal procedure briefly and tentatively tegularized, probably only in China's largest cities; and inhevenly even there. It appears that the formnal criminal process as adriniteted was adjudicatory only in form and cotitinued to be doniiated by the polite atld by Patty officials within the "political-legal" system, aS the three organs of police, Procuracy and courts were called, 62 In most cases, the Prociracy and toutts confirmed the police recomnioedation for disposition of the case. Althotgh the official model of the process stressed procuratorial inter0ogatior and public trials, in most cases Proturacy and courts relied on the fiie irt the case.
63
Impressionistic evidence based on 6migr6 interviewing suggests that in perhaps sonie 15%o of all casets the three organizations whith pr6cessed cases disagreed; these differences were resolved by infortal consultations between the organizations involved, sometimes with the participation of Party officials (Party Committees had t"politicallegal departments" to oversee the work of polite, Procuracy, and courts), According to 6migr6 interviews, only "im- 
E.y., Jhidicial Work Muist Pribtt the Suct&fld Develdpntet of the
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HeinOnline --69 Colum. L. Rev. 547 1969 judicial screening found proof of criminality to be insufficient, the case was not set down for public trial but was either dismissed or returned to the procuracy or police for further investigation.1 0 4 Defendants were entitled to be represented at their trials by defense counsel, but the lawyers' offices which were opened intermittently in 1955-1957 remained very small. 05 Defense lawyers were widely distrusted by cadres such as judges, who linked them with the "enemies" who were the objects of the criminal process. After conviction, defendants could theoretically appeal, but very few did; much review of convictions, however, was conducted by the trial court itself, higher-level courts, the Ministry of Justice, and the police. Emigri interviews suggest that the formal patterns established by the legislation of 1954 for processing suspects and resolving disagreements among the police, Procuracy and courts on the disposition of cases were largely disregarded. Disagreements were resolved through consultations which crossed the often-blurred lines between Party and government; local Party secretaries exercised considerable power on these occasions. Similar disregard of formally constituted procedures is suggested by interviews with former police cadres, who have stated that within their bureaus, especially after campaigns such as that against counter-revolutionaries in 1955-1956, special cadre groups were formed to investigate cases of men who had recently been sent to labor camps. If errors were disclosed by the investigation, which although ad hoc were often very thorough, the prisoners involved would be released by orders transmitted through the policy apparatus, sometimes with the formal assent of the courts.
Available sources strongly suggest that the Chinese Communists, from the leadership to legal cadres, were ambivalent about the formal criminal process. The leadership does not appear to have been greatly concerned with maintaining fidelity to their Soviet models. Mao himself, complaining of the reluctance of rural cadres to accelerate agricultural cooperativization in 1955, said, "What we should not do is to allow some of our comrades to cover up their dilatoriness by quoting the experience of the Soviet Union" ;00 perhaps these attitudes were held toward judicial cadres who seemed to have become more concerned with following bureaucratic Soviet models than with punishing "enemies." Low level cadres also had little commitment to legality. Many lacked education and most lacked legal training. Even legal education was curiously abstract and well into 1956 seemed to consist of little more than mechanical teaching about the Soviet Union with little attempt to apply So-64. J. CoHEN, supra note 2, at 13. Indeed, these powers were augmented during 1955-1957 as the police responded to large-scale peasant migrations into the cities by rounding up "vagrants" and putting them to work at selected work sites. 69 As for the Procurators, many were ex-policemen who shared the views of their former colleagues. Judicial cadres were not only aware of police dominance of sanctions and of Party primacy, but remembered the "judicial reform" movement of 1952, which had discredited professionalization. Reflecting Party officials' continued distrust of legal professionals, only a small percentage of law school graduates were assigned to the courts as judges after they were graduated. Most were put to work as court clerks, teachers, Procurators, or administrative cadres in ministries.
There was considerable difference of opinion about the irregularities in the work of the courts. Early in 1956 the Vice-President of the Supreme People's Court criticized "some cadres" who thought that timeliness and legality in deciding cases were inconsistent, because it took too much time to deal with enemies according to the law. 70 On the other hand, in October, 1956, two professors at Peking University criticized judges who refused to follow the mass line and make on-the-spot investigations and instead "rely on their own 'seasoned' experience, take a look at the files, and listen to what the concerned parties have to say.' 1 In partial reply, an appellate judge wrote that "in handling cases [judges] cannot be divorced from the masses, but judges ought to know, that in some circumstances, the things generally recognized by the masses are not necessarily all true. ... "72 That China's leaders did not all share the values essential to a regularized legal system is suggested by their speeches at the Eighth Congress of the Communist Party in September, 1956, even though that Congress signalled a new emphasis on legality. Mao himself, in a brief speech, complained of 67. In April, 1957, a critic of the rigid and dogmatic teaching in Chinese law schools complained, "In the class, the teacher reads the Soviet textbook word by word and students takes notes accordingly. Some students suggested that the teacher was like a recording machine and the students like a typewriter." Kuang- bureaucratism and repeatedly stressed the need to preserve the unity of the Party with the people. 73 In contrast, Liu Sbao-ch'i (then Premier) who was also concerned with excessive bureaucratization, looked for greater Party control over state organs and increased bureaucratic regularity. In this context Liu juxtaposed emphasis on legal institutions with the most explicit departure from the mass line by a high.-ranking Party leader iip to that time.
He stated that "the period of revolutionary storm and stress is past . . . and a complete legal system becomes an absolute necessity.1 7 4 Even more interesting, Tung Pi-wu (then Chief Justice of the Supreme People's Court) not only called for criminal, civil and procedural codes, 7 P but specifically addressed himself to the "serious question," that a few of our Paty nlernber and goyernment pqrsonrtel do not attach much importance to the legal system of the state, or do not observe its provisions. At the same time, Party committees at various levels
have not yet paid sufficjent attention to exposure and correction of this state of affairs.
Tung criticized Party committees which made no distinction between the Party and the government, some Party members who considered "that they themselves were over and above the law," ' 77 the failure to " '[see] that legal procedure is strictly observed, ' 7 4 and the absence of "a single fairly good book explaining the legal system of our country." 7 0 Then, after criticizing those who "say that the state's legal system is a formality, or that it creates too much trouble, and its practice hinders work," ' 0 Tung traced the origins of this disregard for law to the Party's long past as an outlawed revolutionary party, its hatred for the old legal system, and the mass movements of the early years of Communist rule, which had encouraged "an indiscriminate disregard for all legal systems." §' He concluded by calling for the drafting of more laws, and for seriously observing them. Liu Shao-ch'i's call for a more complete legal system and Tung's speech signalled the ascendancy of views more explicitly tolerant of bureaucratic regularity. Thereafter, from the fall of 1956 until June, 1957, the regularity of the legal system was increased with The chatige in policy toward la* Was bnly Patt bf A. friore iihportant decision to liberalize the entire political life of the hbtiofi. Adhefene to legality and institutionalization of an adjudicatory model of the criminal process were most emphasized from mid-1956 until mid-1957, a period also characterized by indecision over the future c6urse oi ChinW' fevdliitibfi 'afid ifidustialization.8 7 In the face of widespread natidnide fdtigfid and gtiveness froti successive political convulsions, the Chinese leaderhip ffi5de 6ifie #licit concessions. in the spring of 1956, the &bVetinineht 'ahnoiflced L fiew p6li~y of lenlency to persons accused as "cohi'ter-rdV61utinfi5ries.' § § At the afii time intellectuals were told that thencef6rth "if dori bf independent thifikifig, of debate, of creative work; freedom to criticize and freedom t6 ekpre §s, maintain and reserve one's opinion" would be permitted89 Even bef6re th Eighth Party Congress, in tht newly relaxed political 'atmospheke, ckitkdi i of the operation of legal institutions began to appear which indicated that regularization of the legal system had not progressed very far. 90 The Eighth Party Congress endorsed these criticisms and signalled a significant change in policy. 
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D. 1957-1965: The Abandonment of Regularization and the Revival of the Mass Line
Liberalization and the resulting formalization of the legal system did not last long. Public criticism of the Party reached such a height by June, 1957, that ... the movement had gotten out of hand. Not only was some criticism far too pointed for the [Party's] point of view, but unruly demonstrations had erupted and there were signs of a developing anti-Party movement among the students. Debate was abruptly shut off, the severest critics were denounced, and an "anti-rightist" campaign followed during the summer of 1957.1
A prominent casualty of the Party's response to "rightism" was the formal criminal process in which some differentiation of police, Procuracy and judicial function had become discernible. During the anti-rightist campaigns of 1957-1958,92 procurators who had refused to approve arrests and detentions in previous years were severely criticized ;93 defense lawyers were criticized for losing their "standpoint" 0 4 and their offices were largely disbanded. Close cooperation among courts, Procuracy and police was urged, insistence on following formal rules and procedures sharply criticized, Party supremacy reaffirmed. After 1958, the three agencies which administered the criminal process were "in fact .. constituent units of a single administrative structure."
95
During the Great Leap Forward of 1958-1960, many cases were disposed of by teams of cadres from the three agencies working together; public trials were again used to heighten ideological fervor. However, during the ensuing "three bad years" (1960) (1961) (1962) , while China recovered from the Great Leap, the combination of police, procuratorial and judicial cadres ebbed, and the separate hierarchies reappeared, although inter-agency consultation increased.
Since 1957, official policy has generally stressed the role of lav in serving policy. 0 COmmunists have ever come to promulgating d criminal code. However, it would prdbably be a mistake to conclude that the prorhulgated stathte furnished the criteria for police punishment of petty crimes for any considerable lefigth of time after it was promulgated in 1957. One would probably also be mistaken to conchlde, as Cohen seems to suggest in speculation Written before We learned more about events of the years immediately priot to the Cultural Revolutionj' 0 5 that police-administered sanctions under the statute have been carefully integrated ihto a scheme which has remained fairly constant since 1957. It is true that since 1957i when polite power was formally augmented, the Chinese Communists haVe not promulgated any other signfificant major norms regarding sanctions. But fragmentary evidence suggests that police-administered sanctions haVe not remained stable and have been subject to the politicizatioh that has touched niost aspects bf Chinese life. , 1962-1965 . From late 1962 until the begining of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. in 1965, police-admhinistered sanctions in the cduntryside to a considerable degree gave way to direct mass action-criticism and denunciation meetingsand intraorganizational satitiotis (i.e., punishments within communes) which were controlled primarily by local Paty officials. It seems possible that although the police helped administer these sanctiohs, they did so in the course of cooperating with lotal officials rather than as primary enforcers of a statutory scheme.' 0 6 The renewed eniphasis on mass movements as insttuments of policy and social control was manifested in nationwide "Socialist Edutation Campaigns" proclaimed ih Peking from 1962 to 1965.107 The directives during the time are in part concerned with sanctioning conduct deemed to be detrimental t6 the Chinese Revolution. It is significdht that, aithough th bifensiVe conduct could have be~n sanctioned under existing prcedukes fbi: police-impostd punishment, the sanctiohJ were imposed by means of mobilizational devices and administrative methods within communes. The extremely bad elements should be dealt according to the law, but this will involve only extreme cases whose numbers will be very small. The others should be handled by ideological struggle, but the ideological struggle should als9 be applied to those who haye tq be dealt with according to the lJw.
The Revival bf Mass Line Methods in the Countryside
9
The sanctions imposed were criticism and self-criticism, and restitution of unlawfully obtained property. Only those who were beyond reform were confined, with or without formal arrest. The preexisting framework for defining offences and for police-administered sanctions was unmentioned in the documents, and apparently was bypassed by mass line methods aimed mainly at correcting the ideological backwardness considered to cause the offensive behavior. The Chinese Communists have frequently emphasized that "punishment by law," i.e., involving the formal criminal process, should be limited to acts which are particularly socially dangerous.
1 10 However, it appears that the entire "political-legal" apparatus, not merely the courts but quasi-codified police sanctions as well, were disregarded in 1962 in Lienchiang. I hazard that displacement of more formal administrative or adjudicatory sanctions was not isolated to this one South Chinese hsien, but became a distinctive feature of the Chinese countryside. From late 1962 to 1965 nation-, wide campaigns were launched in the course of which sanctions were meted out for offenses that could have been characterized as crimes under existing legislation. Because of the ideological thrust of the campaigns, the boundaries between offenses lacking great political significance and those with a counterrevolutionary import became quite blurred.
Directives of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in May and September of 1963 and September 1964111 reflect a desire to rekindle revolutionary ardor by focusing the attention of the masses on "class enemies" in their midst. These directives stressed that cadres who had com- 
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mitted economic crimes should not be punished if they had confessed and "made reimbursement or compensation; ' 112 more serious offenders should be "sentenced to labor under the supervision of the masses." 113 As for "enemies" discovered by the masses, namely "landlords, rich peasants, counterrevolutionaries, and various types of bad elements," the decisions urge "we should mobilize the masses . . . , and through the power of the masses,
[subject them] to dictatorial treatment with the view to making the great majority of them 'new men.' ,,11 4 Only the relatively few who "have committed violence in revenge, killing, pillaging, arson, and poisoning . . . should be arrested and punished according to law immediately."" 0 n
The obscuring of preexisting rules for police-administered sanctions does not mean that the police were unimportant. On the contrary, during the current Cultural Revolution the police have come under heavy criticism from the Maoists who claim that some of Mao's opponents have used the police to buttress their own personal power. Liu Shao-chi, the principal target of the Cultural Revolution, is claimed to have wanted an "independent police which could be used to aid a coup d'etat."" x6 Most significantly, local Party leaders are claimed to have used the police to consolidate their own strength; the Vice-Governor of one province was dismissed in 1966 for allegedly trying to use the Provincial Party Committee's political-legal department (which coordinated all political-legal work) as an "independent kingdom." 1 In the large South-Western province of Szechuan, the local Party boss is accused by the Maoists of using the police and other political-legal organs to buttress his personal control and oppose the Cultural Revolution." 8 Confirmation of strong police links with many local Party leaders is provided by the accusation that the police in some places have actively opposed the Maoists by force," t 9 and by the noticeable absence of police officials from the lists of members of the Revolutionary Committees which rule China's provinces today. This evidence suggests that during the 1960's the police exercised their power independent of promulgated norms.
Since and the general breakdown of public controll 2 ' has been very high. The formal sanctioning apparatus of police, Procuracy and courts has been largely ignored. Many police bureaus have been taken over by the army. 22 New mass organizations to maintain public order have appeared. 23 Mass public trials have reappeared, such as the "public judgment rally" in Shanghai last year at which a number of counter-revolutionaries were sentenced to death before 10,000 people and immediately executed. 124 Finally, in March, 1968, it was announced that the "organs of dictatorship" would be taken over by the army, and that the Supreme People's Court and the Supreme People's Procuratorate would be run by "three-way" alliances of army, "revolutionary cadres" and the "masses."' 25 The permanent contours of the institutions of social control which will arise or reemerge in China cannot yet be predicted. As part of the effort to understand Chinese society, however, we must confront the methodological problems inherent in studying seemingly alien Chinese institutions and events. The balance of this article is addressed to the adjustments which we must make in our own thoughts if we are to understand the confusing institutions here summarized.
II. MODIFICATIONS IN RESEARCH ASSUM PTIONS
Many problems confront the Western student who seeks explanations for the operation of Chinese legal institutions and the changes in policy regarding those institutions. The American lawyer is often too prone to expect in other nations the orderliness and legality that he at least hopes for in his own system. He may also assume that the institutions elsewhere denominated as "legal" are analogous to "legal" institutions in the United States, and moreover that they comprise a "legal system" occupying a position analogous to that of the "legal system" in American society. But to approach China relying on assumptions based on American institutions is to court the danger of misunderstanding Chinese institutions. Americans studying China must attempt to understand patterns which are more fluid than those to which they are accustomed. If we can adjust our expectations about the Chinese legal system in particular and non-Western systems in general, we may better understand the essential dynamics of those systems and the policies behind their institutions.
A. Assumptions about the Function of Norms
The Chinese Communists have utilized formal norms such as statutes and regulations to express policies and direct the conduct of cadres and populace. By Western standards these norms have often been quite vague. For instance, a "provisional measure" promulgated in 1952 provided that if the "evil acts" of "counter-revolutionaries" such as "backbone elements of reactionary parties . . . , does not require that they be arrested and sentenced," then they could be subjected to the regime of "control ;-12o the 1957 statute on "labor rehabilitation" punished, inter alia, "those counter-revolutionaries and anti-socialist reactionaries who, because their errors are minor, are not pursued for criminal responsibility [and are expelled from an educational or work unit]."127
It is not possible to analyze the drafting of Chinese norms on the assumption that they can be studied like apparently analogous American directives. Much Chinese practice suggests that the functions of Chinese and American norms differ considerably. The Chinese Communists have utilized statutes less as specific guides or prescriptions than as general and exhortative policy statements. The purpose of Chinese statutes is not merely to define the rights and duties of the persons affected by them. They may be used to summarize policy decisions already made 128 and to stimulate action by lower-level officials or the populace. Leaders may expect only partial compliance and may be prepared to abandon the norm if the policy to which it was aimed loses priority.
The fluidity of norms may be illustrated by an example drawn from a less politically sensitive area than sanctions. An architect who worked in a municipal housing construction bureau in the late 19 5 0's and early 1960's, told in a Hong Kong interview how he had been criticized at a meeting for "looking down on" workers, because workers who lived in a building he had designed according to standard specifications complained that the corridors [Vol. 69:535
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were too narrow. When he designed another building, the architect departed from the specifications and widened the corridors. He was subsequently criticized for "looking down on" the workers, because the widened corridors reduced the size of living areas. This anecdote speaks for itself in reminding us that we should not expect consistent compliance with norms.
In addition, American lawyers must not assume that somewhere in the sanctioning system there are explicit, if secret, directives that dearly explain the vague public norms. Many secret directives and regulations are undoubtedly used to guide cadre discretion, but scanty evidence such as 6migr6 recollections suggests that the secret directives are usually just as ambiguous as the public ones. A number of American scholars who have engaged in 6migr6 interviewing have discovered that cadres have complained about the lack of clarity of internal regulations. Published directives sometimes contain, in addition to very broad general directives, highly specific precepts directed to particular kinds of conduct without reflecting any general principle. But internal directives are apparently similar. One American student has said: "As best I can find out at this time, [internal directives] are very similar to the published directives. They contain some very broad guidelines, a list of very specific precepts, and an exhortation to work diligently and conscientiously."'
129
B. Assumptions about Rational Grading of Sanctions
The classification of sanctions further illustrates the hazards of uncritically applying Western assumptions to a vastly different Chinese legal system. Penal legislation commonly aims at scaling criminal offenses and the consequences of their commissions. Most legal systems assume that there are legal and moral reasons for making punishments proportionate to crimes. 13 0 But, as the formulation and enforcement of Chinese sanctions indicate, not every system of criminal law is so concerned with rational gradation. Although not completely arbitrary, considerable evidence suggests that Chinese sanctions, even before the Cultural Revolution, remained disorderly.
Despite its disorder, the system needs to be analyzed. One approach is to define the range of sanctions. Professor Cohen, drawing on Chinese classification, has arranged Chinese sanctions in ascending order of severity and formality, beginning with the mildest of rebukes by a cadre mounting through more intense forms of group criticism, and extending to formal trial and the death sentence.
131 Police-administered sanctions such as "control," short term detention, warnings, and fines for minor offenders and indeterminate confinement in labor camps for more serious offenders fall between non-judicial 129. Li, Book Reviews, 67 MicHr. L. REv. 179, 191 (1968 
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COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW criticism in residential or work units and sentences imposed through the formal criminal process. This arrangement of sanctions-informal, police, and formal adjudicatory-has only a limited analytical use, however. In practice, the Chinese criminal process has not imposed a well-graduated range of increasingly severe sanctions on distinct offenses. The application of sanctions has been considerably less measured than the analytical scheme might suggest. Classification of sanctions in terms of formality of procedure and severity of punishment obscures important features of the system.
It would be wrong to assume, for instance, that the consequences of informal sanctions may not be as severe as the consequences of more formal punishment. Interviews with 6migr~s in Hong Kong suggest that technicians and engineers have sometimes been less severely punished for crimes than ordinary workers would have been for the same offenses, because they were needed to perform vital tasks; but they were in fact just as stigmatized and limited in future career opportunities as persons sanctioned by more drastic means.' 3 2 Also, persons punished by "control" or "supervision by the masses" -a regime of surveillance and restriction at work or residential units much used during the years just prior to the Cultural Revolution-might seem to have been less disadvantaged than persons sent to labor camps. Actually, 6migr6 accounts indicate that such persons often formed a class of political and legal pariahs. Their permanent stigmatization meant that they were frequently arrested, interrogated, and made to confess to crimes, because police cadres assumed that they were more crime-prone than members of "the people." The permanent effects of the punishments were just as drastic in one situation as in the other, and indeed "from the point of view of the regime the two are of comparable magnitude."' 133
C. The Importance of Politicized Standards for Decisions
"Class Background."
The politicization of the Chinese criminal process has most contributed to its fluidity. One factor that has reduced the rationality of the sanctioning processes has been the identification of all persons in terms of their particular socio-economic class and their general attitude toward Communist rule. Persons stigmatized as "landlords," "bourgeoise" or "rich peasants" have been regarded as putative enemies of the people and, therefore, as potential saboteurs and criminals. One study based on a commune in South China has stated:
One of the distinctive features of Chinese Communist rule at the village level, in fact, has been the policy of deliberately manipulating 132. The extent to which sanctioning officials might have wanted or been willing to treat technicians leniently would probably have varied according to whether current economic policy required their talents.
133. J. CoHEN, supra note 2, at 27. 135 Even when campaigns have not specifically focused attention on "class background," they have frequently disrupted the operation of sanctioning processes. Campaigns to "rectify" thought, for instance, such as those against "counter-revolution" in 1955 and against "rightists" in 1957, involved the formation within most organizations of ad hoc groups of Party members and activists, who selected persons to be criticized and a smaller number to be more severely sanctioned. 136 As indicated above, even minor campaigns could influence the operation of sanctioning institutions. 37 Since major campaigns have taken place almost every year in China since 1949, their disruptive influence on the "normal" sanctioning process must not be underestimated.
D. Official Deviation from Norms
If norms have different functions in China, and sanctioning processes have been heavily politicized, we should not be surprised to find a high degree of inconsistency between normative language and official conduct. Policeadministered sanctions seem prime examples. Much police sanctioning has been done without formal authority, statutes structuring sanctions have repeatedly been disregarded and direct sanctions decided by ad hoc groups during political campaigns have often preempted police sanctions. Although police sanctions were formalized in a 1957 regulation, 138 evidence indicates that the police subsequently administered unauthorized punishment by imposing excessive fines and terms of detention 139 and by detaining mentally irresponsible persons in violation of the act's exemption of those who are "incapable of understanding their own acts.' 140 Apparently, the police also punished conduct not specifically prohibited by the act.
We can learn more about police sanctions and the study of Chinese institutions by speculating about police conduct before the 1957 statute, the significance of police deviations from the statute, and the fate of the statute since 1957. During the turbulent early years following Communist takeover (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) ) the police dominated sanctioning processes, and the courts functioned either not at all or as police auxiliaries. But even after relative stabilization began in 1953-1954, the police exercised wide powers to punish. Several former policemen interviewed in Hong Kong during 1965-1967 stated that before the enactment of the statute in 1957, the police imposed the same punishments that were later given formal statutory expression. They regarded the act, in the words of a Chinese phrase readily understandable here, as "summarizing past experience."
There are other reasons not to assume that the statute authorizing police sanctions created a neatly arranged spectrum of sanctions. The Chinese appear to have tolerated much more disorder in their legal processes than Western lawyers might expect from a "totalitarian" regime. During the period of regularization (1954-1957) detention for more than 72 hours without procuratorial approval was prohibited in form, but often practiced ;141 although judicial decision making was supposed to be public, it was generally conducted ex parte and in camera;142 convicted defendants were rarely allowed to exercise their statutory right to appeal. 143 Moreover, broader concerns over changing revolutionary priorities have frequently overridden statutory standards. Thus, counter-revolutionaries were thought to so threaten the People's Republic that a fierce campaign was mounted against them in 1955; by 1956, however, the struggle was abated and police power to sanction was curtailed ;144 by the next year, they were again declared to be such a threat that judicial power to punish them was greatly reduced and broadly defined police powers were put into effect.
These observations indicate that sanctioning institutions have bad no substantial autonomy, and have been suspended, altered or dismantled as a result of policy changes. They suggest that if we are going to understand Chinese society, we must be willing to accept an impermanence in institutions that exceeds what we are used to in studying even European communist legal systems.
I am not suggesting abandoning attempts to analyze disorderly institutions. The foregoing comments indicate at least one salient fact about Chinese legal institutions that ought to affect the methodology of those studying them; that they have been intimately connected with the politics of the Chinese Revolution. The balance of this article is devoted to tentative speculation about that relationship.
III. DEVELOPING RESEARCH STRATEGIES
Familiar legal concepts are not wholly irrelevant. Such abstract ideas as "the rule of law" do little more than cast in a moralistic tone the arbitrariness that has undoubtedly characterized the Chinese criminal process. But the Chinese criminal process has other characteristics besides arbitrariness, and some insights about our own legal system and its study can aid inquiry into them.
A. The Criminal Process as a Decision-Making Process
It has been suggested that the disposition of cases in the American criminal process can be understood better if conviction is viewed as only one of many equally important but less visible decisions, such as "the decision to search or seize or grant bail; prosecute; order a psychiatric examination; allow the defendant to stand trial; permit a plea of guilty, nolo contendere or not guilty; raise a particular defense such as insanity, self-defense, or provocation .... ,"145 The principal decision maker in the Chinese Communist criminal process has been the police. In 1951-1954 sanctions were controlled by Party secretaries, the leaders of ad hoc teams formed during campaigns and police cadres. Although after 1954 ad hoc teams were less important, the police retained predominance over Procuracy and courts; during the period in 1954-1957, even when formal adjudication was intermittently stressed, police decisions remained paramount in disposing of suspected criminal offenders. Convincing proof is afforded by recalling that Procuracy and courts generally negotiated informally with the police rather than return a case for insufficient evidence.
1 46 Moreover, the police retained power to reinvestigate cases and release "erroneously" convicted persons. 
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HeinOnline --69 Colum. L. Rev. 563 1969 tinued exercise of power by police officials to decide the length of confinement. Although much power has remained with the police, they have not always exercised it the same way. During the years prior to the Cultural Revolution, if criticism that has appeared during that upheaval is to be believed, the exercise of police power did not always satisfy some leaders in Peking. 148 Thus, we may conjecture that instead of fully complying with directives that stressed sanctioning corrupt cadres, local police may have cooperated with local Party officials in limiting the number of cadres actually punished. The fact that Procuracy and courts generally operated to confirm antecedent police decisions suggests that procuratorial and judicial decisions were not viewed as differing greatly in function or nature. There is more to this than the plain artificiality and inapplicability, in the Chinese context, of such familiar labels as "pre-trial," "trial" and "post-conviction review ;" of greater importance is the possibility that in China judicial decision-making was not permitted to differ essentially from police decision-making, in terms of purpose, doctrine, or style. That the work of all three agencies concerned with the administration of the formal criminal process was regarded as similar is strongly suggested by Chinese discussions of the work of those agencies. A leading Chinese judge, writing in 1956, characterized police, Procuracy and courts as "three workshops in one factory ;,149 and an article written in 1962 makes no distinction between police decisions that a suspect should be formally arrested, procuratorial review of the case, and adjudication of guilt. 1 5° These impressions suggest that in addition to being politicized by the Chinese Communists, law has been generally regarded by them as a kind of administration as well. The changes in policy which have been discussed above reflect changing perpections of the nature of legal decision-making, which themselves derive from more fundamental problems.
B. The Criminal Process as an Arena for Competing Values
Professor Packer has postulated in the American criminal process an opposition between "crime control" and "due process." ' 
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Chinese police were sometimes criticized for their readiness to arrest on suspicion persons whose only connection with an offense was that they were thought prone to anti-social conduct by reason of their "bad" class background. 5 2 When Chinese lawyers briefly participated in the formal judicial process in 1955-1957, there was considerable public debate over whether they aided the courts to get at "truth" or impeded them from punishing bad men.
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Packer has suggested that the difference between two models of the American criminal process can be epitomized in competing metaphors, one in which the process is an "assembly line," and the other in which it is an "obstacle course.
' 154 In the Chinese analogues of these different conceptions, many cadres seems to have regarded the criminal process as a routinized processing of putatively guilty suspects, while other cadres (especially in the Procuracy and the courts) attempted to build into the process checks which would prevent unjust convictions, even if they slowed administration.
The notion of the criminal process as an arena in which competing values contend is helpful, for it reminds the Western student that Chinese institutions are not monolithic, that they are staffed by men with differing conceptions of their roles and of the values they must promote, and that those values are subject to change. However, the opposition of values with regard to sanctions in China seems to derive less from notions about law than from competing ideological issues which are related to larger questions about the management and leadership of Chinese society itself.
C. Toward a Functional Approach
Tentative Formulation.
If we want to study closely values which may have competed in the administration of the Chinese criminal process and the principles on which "legal" decisions have hinged, we must be prepared to go beyond formal legal institutions and look elsewhere in Chinese society, so that our questions are framed without assuming the existence of an autonomous legal system characterized by unique decision making and professionalization. This is so because Chinese legal institutions have reflected fundamental issues over the organization of Chinese society which have determined the extent to which legal institutions have been differentiated from other bureaucratic institutions and allowed to develop unique doctrine and decision-making processes. The formal legal hierarchy and the essential clash of values over its operation and function cannot be understood except in the larger context of the Chinese Communist struggle to adapt institutions and modes of control developed during a revolution to the different task of administering a nation, In this larger context, much can be found to explain problems and patterns which might superficially seem to relate only to legal institutions.
A tentative formulation seems appropriate. Debates within the Communist Party about specialization and regularization of the criminal process stem from wider debates about bureaucratic organizations in the Chinese Revolution, which, although necessary, have been considered by some Chinese leaders, especially Mao himself, as threatening to dissipate revolutionary fervor, The Chinese have thus been concerned with the political as distinct from the regulatory functions of their bureaucratic institutions. A functional approach to these institutions would aim at defining the relevant participants in decision-making processes, their intended roles, their actual behavior, and the values they seek to further within particular organizations. This approach helps to explain the otherwise mystifying irrationality and anti-institutionalism which at times has overwhelmed the Chinese criminal process,
Competing Functions: Mobilizational and Bureaucratic Models of Legal Institutions.
(a) Chinese Communist conflicts over bureaucratization. The Chinese Communists owe much of their original success to the mobilizational tactics which they developed during their long struggle for power, especially the mass line.r 5 5 But the means used to forge a great revolution are not necessarily appropriate to modernizing a nation; new tasks have called for new talents. The Communists soon found that daily administrative tasks required greater routinization than had the tasks of revolutionary mobilization; as a result, transformations occurred in the role of cadres. After victory, cadres
.spent less time with "the masses" and more with fellow officials. As the division of labour evolved, they were given a narrower range of responsibilities and were expected to acquire more specialized skills .... Revolutionaries who had been provoking disorders became functionaries preserving order.... The qualities required were no longer fearlessness and bravery, but literacy and administrative skill. The cadre, in short, was well on his way to becoming a bureaucrat. Much in the working style of a bureaucrat differs from that of a revolutionary The cadre making revolution by mobilizing the masses was supposed to live and work with them, share their hardships, and lead them by means of face-to-face encounters; a cadre-bureaucrat necessarily spends more time in an office away from the masses. The style of a cadre is that of a "combat leader, in intimate relationship with his followers ... ,,' The contrast in style with bureaucrats is evident: Bureaucrats strive for routinization, for the creation of stable predictable environments. Cadres... live in a changing world and accept change as the norm.... The manager thinks in terms of techniques, both technological and organizational; . . . he likes rules because he knows he can bend them to his will, to enforce compliance from his workers. The cadre, however, is a leader who thinks in terms of human solidarity. He knows how to "solidarize" men so that goals can be achieved; he can manipulate their thoughts and sentiments.
.. 15 As a result of these differences in style, bureaucratization has been perceived by some Chinese leaders, especially Mao himself, as a threat to the revolution because it interferes with the solidarity of Party and people.
Among the aspects of the conflict between mass mobilization and bureaucratic regularity relevant to studying Chinese legal processes is the longstanding controversy over the value which the Party should place on intellectuals, experts and technicians and the skills which they can contribute. Non-Party intellectuals and technicians have been suspect because most have come from bourgeois families; moreover, the leadership has disapproved of their lack of political commitment.' 5 9
During periods of political consolidation, such as the Hundred Flowers, the leadership has offered concessions to China's intellectuals and technicians by deemphasizing the importance of political activism and by encouraging them to engage in research and debate in their fields of interest.
1 0 However, each period of relaxation has been followed by a reassertion of the primacy of political orthodoxy. 16 In theory the regime's ideal was to create a new elite that was both "red and expert"-that is, both politically reliable and technically competent. The emphasis placed on these criteria for success and advancement shifted from time to time, but at no time was the basic importance of political criteria overlooked. In "liberal periods," technical specialists were allowed to operate with reduced political control and interference, but the Party's organization men, and especially "old cadres," continued to dominate a high percentage of the key positions of power and authority. In recent years, however, technicians who are also Party members appear to have increased steadily in both numbers and influence.
increased bureaucratic irrationality. This is particularly so because as Chinese society becomes more complex, functional specialization increases. These conflicts suggest two opposing conceptions of the criminal process. In one, a politicized criminal process was mobilizational, and therefore stressed disposing of cases as exercises in mass education in order to aid policy implementation and maintain revolutionary fervor. The competing model was of a routinized criminal process which stressed disposing of cases within the political-legal hierarchy in a manner less explicity oriented toward policy considerations and more attentive to applying legal skills, increasing rationalism and reducing cadre arbitrariness.
The following examples indicate that the Chinese criminal process and changing Party policy toward it are best understood in the light of controversy over bureaucracy in Communist China generally.
(b) Ambivalance in policy during regularization. During the years when the Chinese experimented (intermittently) with Soviet-style institutions, public debate dearly illustrated the continuous conflict between mobilizational and bureaucratic models of the criminal process. Statements of policy varied considerably and reflected a marked ambivalence about legal institutions. Judges were urged to use care in convicting, but they were also instructed not to be bureaucratic and to follow the less orderly but more familiar mass line. Cadres were exhorted to go to the masses for participation in and supervision of judicial work. 166 In addition, the courts were used to support policies in both major and minor campaigns167
Cadres themselves were not convincingly asked to substitute legalbureaucratic for revolutionary values.'"" Most judicial cadres lacked both formal education and allegiance to legal institutions. Veteran cadres had been schooled in revolution and class warfare, and younger cadres were often chosen for political activism. All were aware that the Pary and the police retained decisive power over sanctions. All were familiar with mobilizational campaigns, while few were familiar with more regularized modes of sanctioning "bad men." All, too, knew not only of the Party's specific attack on legal professionalism in 1952-1953 and on "bureaucratism" in 1956, but about general anti-bureaucratic biases in the Party's ethos.
1 69 Indeed, some cadres simply ignored the new institutions because they were "inconvenient." In 1955, because so many cadres had not implemented new procedures, the Ministry of Justice took measures to set into motion practices which had been established on paper a year before. The coexistence of the mass line with bureaucratized justice is strikingly illustrated by an attempt to harness them together in late 1955 in order to implement the organizational legislation of 1954. Especially striking is the choice, as the vehicle to implement the legislation, of a "campaign" to emulate a model court in Peking.
170 justifying the use of a campaign in the courts, a newspaper article said that not only "production departments" possessed "advanced experience"; in other words, emulation campaigns were as appropriate for courts as for factories. 1 7 1 The Hsfian-wu ch'ii (district) court in Peking was worthy of emulation because it had begun to use citizens as "people's jurors," it sent judges out of their courts to investigate cases where they had arisen, and it had generally improved the thoroughness of judicial work. 172 To Western eyes the campaign is striking because it involves an attempt to regularize and improve judicial work by a revolutionary-style and antibureaucratic device.
There were some who urged the development of greater functional differentiation and more orderliness within the criminal process. This is the thrust of two articles published in 1956, one urging greater differentiation of the coijrts from the other political agencies, 17 r and the other suggesting the validity of decisions reached without mass participation.'" The latter writer objected to comparing the political-legal organs to "three workshops in one factory," because this tended to demean the position of the defendant and reduced the importance of the court. 177 Others argued that the three organs must exercise the mutual "restraint" called for by the legislative schemes.
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Simultaneously with the newly expressed interest in functional specialization, interest grew in improving the technical proficiency of legal cadres. A former judicial cadre has reported that during 1956 he led weekly discussions at his court concerning a textbook on criminal law. 179 In early 1957 reports were published of meetings of judicial cadres to discuss means of "improving the quality of trials" and implementing "adjudicatory institutions and legal procedures."' 8 0 The debates about functional specialization and the emphasis on cadres' study ended when the Hundred Flowers wilted; they are important because they illustrate the open competition of different conceptions of legal institutions and the temporary ascendancy of one less suffused with the mass line. However, evidence indicates that even when the Party leadership declared a commitment to emphasizing the role of law, Party cadres did not refrain from manipulating legal procedures for policy purposes. One well-publicized criminal trial is suggestive. Defendant, a worker in a store, was accused of stabbing the manager. The two men had shown animosity before the incident, and defendant claimed that he had thought that his victim was armed and intended to assault him. The published account of the proceedings might seem to indicate that the trial conformed to a high standard of procedural regu-larity.'
8 ' Yet several 6migr~s stated' 8 2 that this case and the publicity it attained were completely governed by political factors. According to the published account, critics urged the Party to demonstrate its fairness and sincerity by punishing a crime committed against a member of the bourgeoisie. The Party reacted by holding an open trial, which was publicized and which was noteworthy because the Procurator sternly accused defendant, an activist, for his crime against a member of the bourgeoisie. However, a few months later a small newspaper announcement reported that defendant was given a "warning"'S 3 -a light punishment for wounding another-and was reinstated in his job.' 8 4 The regularization of criminal procedure apparently illustrated by the original published account of the case thus seems to have been tactical and transitory. The businessman had owned a pharmacy and his employees originally had been apprentices trained by him. During Five-Anti, the Communists used one of the ex-apprentices as the standard "accuser." The employee was rewarded with Party membership and later, under the Joint State-Private arrangement [i.e., when the business was taken over by the state], was put in charge of the pharmacy as the State Representative. Arrogant in his new status, the exemployee tried to seduce the ex-owner's widowed daughter-in-law. Her resistance insulted the ex-apprentice, who took out his anger on the old man. This led to a quarrel in which the Communist attacked the old man with a knife, wounding him severely on the arm. The old man reported the incident to the Security Bureau but the police took no action when they learned that the assailant was a Party member. The old man appealed to one authority after another, but could get no one to listen to him, and meanwhile his attacker still ran the pharmacy. Finally, the old man aproached J. P. [a friend of the author] and begged him for help. J. P. reviewed the case carefully and then used it for his "blossoming" [i.e., when he decided to voice his criticism of the party during the Hundred Flowers, under Party encouragement]. He pointed out that if a Party member was permitted to violate a civilized society's basic rules of law and order, then the "new" society was unjust and could not guarantee elementary security to the masses. J. P. spoke eloquently, and his arguments were forceful. Within 24 hours, the ex-apprentice was arrested. Another 6migr6, a former Shanghai businessman, related substantially the same story in a Hong Kong interview.
183. of legal cadres was then accelerated. 1 15 Also, high level debate existed within the Party in 1956 over the extent to which national harmony rather than "'antagonistic' class struggle" should be the official line;180 it is significant that discussion over whether the legal system could become more functionally specialized occurred when policy appeared to be veering away from emphasis on class struggle. But when the Party ended public criticism in 1957 and launched the anti-rightist campaign, it launched fierce attacks against law professors who had advocated such bourgeois notions as the "inheritability" of pre-Communist legal institutions.1s 7 When for a brief while in 1962 policies toward intellectuals relaxed, 8 the ideological harshness of articles on law also receded somewhat. 1 8 9 When class warfare was again reasserted, ideological harshness returned and the formal process was to some extent bypassed in practice.10 0 These parallels clearly involve an alternation and competition of mass line and bureaucratic models. During the periods of relatively greater politicization official policy emphasized the links between the criminal process and implementing policy; the function of the process during such periods was to assist mobilization of the mass to carry out policy. During intervening periods of post-politicization consolidation, recovery or retrenchment, bureaucratic efficiency and the reduction of arbitrariness and mistakes have been stressed. Thus the two functions of the criminal process reflect stresses which were widespread in Chinese society and of fundamental importance to the Chinese leadership.
D. Further Implications
Thus far, this article has stressed the opposing effects on the criminal process of the mass line and bureaucratically more regular methods of administration. Emphasis on function suggests that a polarization of these two should be avoided, because the mass line serves different purposes. Thus, the Chinese Communists have tried (especially in the early days of their rule) to mobilize the masses by focusing preexisting sentiment on useful targets of mass hatred, as in land reform when public trials of landlords aroused the fervor for land redistribution; the mass line has also been an administrative device for using mass action to accomplish what cadres alone could not, as in the same public trials; in addition, it has been used to indoctrinate the populace in desired values; finally, but equally important, it has been inspirational in holding cadres up as leaders for the masses to emulate and in reminding the cadres that they must serve the people. Each of these four functions seems roughly distinguishable from the other.
Ministry of Justice Formulates a Plan to Trait Cadres and Develop Legal
One of the implications of this functional division is that some devices associated with the mass line can be used with little sacrifice of regularity. Thus, the courts could use "people's jurors" to participate in trials without reducing the regularity of trial procedure. However, some functions of the mass line are more disruptive than others. Judicial cadres can occasionally hold large public trials to indoctrinate the public without upsetting procedure in other less public deliberations; but if they go into the fields to demonstrate concern for the people, they do sacrifice much procedural orderliness.
In addition, the issues involved in regularizing the criminal process do not focus only on the contrast between the mass line and more orderly alternatives of decision-making and leadership. Another issue of great concern to the Chinese Communists has been the competition between two models of the state apparatus, one which stressed vertical rule in which "an agency has full policy and operational control over all units of organization within its jurisdiction," and a rival conception of dual rule in which an agency is subordinate "both to a higher echelon agency and to a coordinating [Party] committee. "' 191 In fact, the reassertion in 1957 of Party control, dual rule, may have fostered routinization that has been tenacious despite the apparent dominance of the mass line. As noted above, Maoist criticism during the Cultural Revolution has been aimed at the link between the police and local Party leaders, who extended their power at the expense of obedience to Peking. 192 This implies that at local levels, political-legal work was manipulated to serve other than its supposed interests. This does not suggest that legality was fostered, but that perhaps the use of more turbulent mass line devices was inhibited. When more is known about the roles and interrelationships of local Party and police officials the effects of routinization and bureaucratic compromise at local levels may be better understood. The Chinese Communists have had considerable difficulty in linking the activity of the political-legal apparatus to the mass line, in preventing the rise of bureaucratic routinization, and in inhibiting the manipulation of the sanctioning agencies by those who staff them. These problems are reflected in the severe attacks on institutions hitherto regarded as essential by the leadership. The police have been criticized for overemphasizing the role of trained experts at the expense of the masses, 1 3 and for elitism in discriminating against cadres ot worker and peasant origin. 10 4 There is pressure to replace many police cadres and some have been sent to the countryside to engage in manual labor. 195 As noted above, the long established sanctioning framework has in recent years frequently been ignored. 196 Mao himself is reported to have said of the police, Procuracy and courts, "People seem to think that these organizations are indispensable. But I shall be glad if they will collapse.' u 7
It may seem extraordinary that the architects of a revolution should seek to dismantle their instruments of power. Although formal sanctioning institutions have been used to legitimize Communist policies and power, they have not proven easily adaptable to policy demands. This conclusion amounts to more than that legal institutions are ill-adapted to revolutions or their turbulent aftermaths; the tentative analysis presented here suggests that this is so in China for particular reasons rooted in Chinese Communist notions of revolutionary and post-revolutionary leadership.
CONCLUSION
This article has speculated about approaches to the study of Chinese law that may help us better understand its operation. There is no reason to expect the development of precise principles of analysis, but anticipated imperfection need not bar the quest for precision. Emphasis on function, as distinguished from haste to stress the forms with which we are most familiar, is only a tentative beginning. From such a beginning may come additional useful speculation about the role of legal institutions in political and economic development, and about the attitude of elites in underdeveloped countries toward such institutions. Thus, the emphasis I am suggesting here may lead us to conduct not only inquiries which are natural ones for lawyers to make, such as study of judicial independence, 98 but more far-reaching investigation into the nature of judicial and administrative decision-making, which may in turn provoke newer perspectives on Asian legal institutions. Importantly, by stressing function, we may be able to locate in other sectors of Chinese society institutions which perform functions discharged in the West by courts. Bureaucratic regularity in the police and other non-judicial sanctioning organs, for instance, may have effects analogous to those achieved by courts administering standards of due process. Moreover, the emphasis suggested here may lead us to question the assumption of some that Western-type legal institutions are essential to the stability of developing nations. 
